
Catalog Number 99786
Brush Size 27”
Solution Tank 26.5 Gallon
Recovery Tank 28 Gallon
Voltage 24 VDC

BDSO 27/280

BRUSHES USE MATERIAL BRISTLE PART NUMBER

Regular floors. PPL 0.6 48914030

Smooth floors with small joints 
and persistent dirt. PPL 0.9 48914040

This brush is suitable for anti 
slip floors made mostly of 
quartz sand and are aggres-
sive and porous.  It is also 
suitable for floors with oily 
dirt materials. We can say 
that this brush is suitable for 
almost every floor even the 
clay one or with large joints. 
Thanks to its softness it can 
go deep without applying too 
much pressure.

5 Mix 48914060

To be used on resistant and par-
ticularly dirty floors. ABRASIVE 1.2 48914050

Pad Holder with Green Center 
Lock 48803030



SQUEEGEES

Standard Front Squeegee PU 48415020

Standard Rear Squeegee Para 40 48415010

Optional Rear Squeegee Para 33 48415040

Optional Rear Squeegee Linatex 48415030

Optional Rear Squeegee PU 48415050



Specifications of the material
PU (polyurethane)
It is a transparent oil resistant material and dries well 
also tiled floors and floors with medium-sized joints.
Antiolio (Oil-resistant)
White color with hardness which goes between 40sh 
and 50sh. Suitable to dry oily floors, but not with an 
elevated drying result and rolled concrete floor (not 
tiled floors).
Vulkollan
Particular type of polyurethane; it is used mainly for 
the front rubber. It does not have particular drying 
characteristics.
Para 33 shore
Dark red color; it is a very pure natural rubber and 
it has excellent drying characteristics, especially on 
tiled floors.  Because of its softness, this rubber is not 
recommended on very rough floors.
Para 40 shore
Brown color; it has good drying characteristics on all 
types of floors and it is also resistant.
Para 50 shore
Light brown color; suitable for industrial floors with 
an excellent resistance.

Linatex:
It is the commercial name of a particular type of rub-
ber in para (natural rubber).  Its color is light red and 
it is suitable especially on floors with large and deep 
joints (such as supermarket floors).
PS: All squeegee rubbers are provided with the part number stamped on them, this to help avoid order-
ing mistakes.


